CASE STUDY

SOAS, University of London
How SOAS acquired 486 new donors in two weeks with their digital campaign

Introduction

SOAS were looking for a way to increase the number of new donors. In
particular, they wanted to run a campaign that would give them some
positive exposure, doing good while raising the institution’s profile.

They came up with the idea of a digital campaign for the SOAS
Sanctuary Scholarship Appeal.

In this case study Yasameen Hussein, the Alumni Philanthropy
Manager at SOAS, talks about:

Yasameen Hussein,
Alumni Philanthropy
Manager, SOAS University

●

The challenges they were facing before the campaign

●

The importance of involving students

●

The power of social ambassadors

●

The results of the campaign and its additional benefits

sanctuary.soas.ac.uk

About the
campaign

In January 2017, SOAS announced seven Sanctuary Scholarships to
cover tuition fees for refugees and displaced people.

The student community, in particular the SOAS Solidarity with
Refugees and Displaced People Society, and the SOAS Alumni
Engagement team wanted to raise £250,000 to support all seven
scholars throughout their studies.

In February, SOAS ran a digital fundraising campaign supported by
Hubbub’s Campaign and Ambassadors solutions. The campaign
raised £135,000 in the first two weeks acquiring 486 new donors,
while the total campaign ended up raising £225,207 from 960
donors.

The Challenge

Why did you decide to run this campaign?
We were finding it particularly challenging to engage alumni and
younger students, and were looking for a way to raise awareness
about the impact of philanthropic giving on student lives, while
also changing the ways in which we gain new donors from within
our alumni and supporter communities

Previously, our student community and a small proportion of our
alumni community seemed to be disengaged and uninspired with
how we fundraised and what we fundraise for. The digital
campaign for SOAS Sanctuary Scholarship Appeal came at the
perfect time, providing our office with a new and refreshing
View: sanctuary.soas.ac.uk
opportunity that allowed us to engage with our alumni and current
students in a way they hadn’t experienced before.

The Solution

How has student engagement helped your campaign?
Student engagement was key to our success:
●

239 students donated, far more than we had expected.

●

There was a significant increase from students, particularly
through the Students’ Union, promoting the campaign on
social media.

●

Students also got involved in other ways by asking fellow
students to donate old laptops to displaced and affected
students

●

Alumni who had previously been less engaged with
fundraising at SOAS are also more keen to support campaigns
if they are student-led.

●

We were able to present the appeal as a ‘SOAS Community’
campaign which was key to its success with our audiences.

The Solution

Why did you decide to involve social ambassadors in your
campaign?
We wanted to decentralise our campaign messaging to reach a larger
audience. Therefore we decided to bring in alumni and friends of the
school as our social ambassadors.

“

With only two weeks,
and a campaign of

great importance to
people beyond our

We involved them in the campaign in order to promote the cause to their

community, we had to

networks and go beyond the audiences we are able to reach directly. This
certainly helped us to reach younger alumni who perhaps aren't so
engaged, as well as members of our student community.

As well as helping us to promote the appeal itself, they also raised the
profile of SOAS and what it does.

find a way to reach
further…

”

The Solution

How did using Hubbub's Ambassador tool affect the
management of your ambassadors?
Hubbub’s Ambassador tool made recruitment and management
of online ambassadors much faster. It was as simple as emailing
them a link to sign them up.

Using Hubbub’s platform also helped us to streamline our
messaging procedure. We created ready-to-go promotional
messages, sent them to our ambassadors, and allowed them to
share them with a single click, or personalise them first. There
was also a “remind” button to nudge ambassadors to share more all they had to do was send the message.

This idea of gamification made giving more fun, with a
leaderboard allowing ambassadors to keep track of their efforts
and compete with each other.

The Results

What were the results of the campaign?
It was an intensive two-week period, but the results speak for themselves.
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The Results

What other benefits did the campaign bring?

●

We now have a new batch of donors to convert to regular gifts, and we have a new
pool of prospects to reach out to.

●

It was also a great way to raise SOAS’s profile and an excellent talking point for our
major gifts team. The appeal was featured on London Live and covered by UNHCR.

●

Other universities have been inspired to run similar campaigns, helping to break
down the barriers to education that many migrants face.

●

It generated leads to the major gifts team. We recently held centenary celebration
events in Abu Dhabi and Doha, and alumni and prospects had heard about the
campaign and have asked for more information.

I really enjoyed working with Hubbub, the
team was just really friendly and
approachable and I found it pretty easy to
pick up the phone and ask any question.

Yasameen Hussein,
Alumni Philanthropy Manager, SOAS University
sanctuary.soas.ac.uk
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